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Clippard EVP Series Proportional Control Valves Deliver High 
Degree of Control for Critical Medical Applications 
 
See the Clippard EVP Series Proportional Control Valves June 18-20 at MD&M 
East Booth #4048 at the Pennsylvania Convention Center in Philadelphia, PA 
 

 
 
 

CINCINNATI, OH—June 6, 2013— The EVP Series Proportional Control Valve is offered by Clippard 

Instrument Laboratory, Inc. as part of their best-selling line of miniature electronic valves. This series 

includes the same long life, low power and high quality components Clippard electronic valves have become 

known for along with the added capability of proportional control. The EVP series valves provide the ability to 

precisely control air or gas flow across a broad range of applications by using DC current, open- or closed-

loop control, or even PWM (Pulse Width Modulation). 

 

Since 1941, Clippard Instrument Laboratory has provided the highest quality pneumatic, motion and process 

control devices to the scientific, medical, dental and analytical markets. The companyʼs continued focus on 

quality has earned them an outstanding reputation for delivering OEMs with precision, reliability and purity 

that can be depended on for critical applications. 

 

Clippardʼs EVP Series Proportional Control Valves will be featured at MD&M East June 18-20 at the 

Pennsylvania Convention Center in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Visit Clippardʼs Booth #4048 to see these 

and other Clippard miniature pneumatic products and to learn more about the solutions Clippard provides. 



 

 

ABOUT CLIPPARD INSTRUMENT LABORATORY 

Founded in 1941, Clippard Instrument Laboratory, Inc. has long been recognized as a world leader in 
manufacturing miniature pneumatic components and devices. No other manufacturer can match their level of 
experience or knowledge of miniature components. In the early 1950ʼs, Clippard introduced miniature 
pneumatic cylinders and valves to the industry. The companyʼs unparalleled history in providing new and 
innovative products continues today with advanced manufacturing machines and techniques, experienced 
design applications and engineers, and an experienced work force that strives to exceed customer 
expectations. 
 
For more information, please visit www.clippard.com or call 877.245.6247. 
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